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a b s t r a c t
Culturally-transmitted ecological specialization occurs in killer whales, as well as other species. We hypothesize that some of the remarkable demographic and ecological attributes of killer whales result from
this process. We formalize and model (using agent-based stochastic models parametrized using killer
whale life history) the cultural evolution of specialization by social groups, in which a narrowing of niche
breadth is spread and maintained in a group through social learning. We compare the demographic and
ecological results of cultural specialization to those of a similar model of specialization through natural
selection. We found that specialization, through either the cultural or natural selection routes, is adaptive in the short term with specialization often increasing ﬁtness. Generalization, in contrast, is rarely
adaptive. The cultural evolution of specialization can lead to increased rates of group extirpation. Specialization has little effect on group size but tends to reduce population size and resource abundance. While
the two specialization processes produce similar results, cultural specialization can be very much faster.
The results are generally consistent with what we know of the formation and maintenance of specialist
ecotypes in killer whales, and have implications for the persistence, nature and ecological effects of these
apex predators.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Specialization—the narrowing of the niche—is an important
evolutionary process that often has ecological consequences
(Futuyma and Moreno, 1988). Specialization can be a non-adaptive
consequence of an accumulation of mutations that leads to loss of
capacity to use particular resources (Kawecki, 1997). Alternatively,
specialization can result from an adaptive increase in resource use
eﬃciency on some resource or group of resources, with a related
decrease in eﬃciency of using other resources (Kassen, 2002). This
can occur in several ways. There can be direct selection on genes
that control behavior, physiology or morphology so changing resource use eﬃciencies. Alternatively, organisms may select particular resources through individual learning of behavior, or by socially
learning from others eﬃcient ways of exploiting a small range of
resources. These learned changes in behavior may be followed by
genetic selection, a process known as “genetic assimilation” (WestEberhard, 2003).
The social learning route has the potential to be very eﬃcient, and the specialization may be reinforced by conformism
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within socio-cultural populations (Richerson and Boyd, 2005). Social learning of foraging specializations is believed to be behind intra-population specialization in several species, including
sea otters (Enhydra lutris) (Estes et al., 2003), bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp.) (Sargeant and Mann, 2009), and Cocos ﬁnches
(Pinaroloxias inornata) (Werner and Sherry, 1987). However, in
comparison to considerable empirical and theoretical work on
the direct selection or individual learning routes to specialization
(Bolnick et al., 2003), there has been less investigation of the consequences of social learning. Tinker et al. (2009) modeled the effects of maternal social learning on the specialization of foraging
techniques. However, they focused on how attributes of the foraging process (metabolic, behavioral, and ecological) inﬂuence the
degree of specialization, rather than how cultural specialization affects population and trophic ecology.
Here we use models to look at the demographic and ecological
consequences of a culturally-driven ecological specialization process, considering how a population susceptible to this process may
differ in its size, its persistence, and its effect on resources compared to a population lacking this mechanism. We also compare
the results with a process based on selection of genes controlling
niche breadth.
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This model was inspired by killer whales (Orcinus orca) whose
global population is deeply divided into ecotypes, which differ genetically, morphologically and behaviorally (Riesch et al., 2012). It
is believed that ecotype formation has resulted from culturallydriven ecological specialization of matrilineally-based social groups
followed by cultural and/or genetic mechanisms promoting reproductive isolation. Thus, members of a matrilineal group increasingly specialize on a small part of the resource spectrum, and
this foraging behavior is transmitted among matriline members
through social learning. Then, for demographic, genetic or cultural
reasons, successful mating is increasingly restricted to these specialists, beginning a speciation-type process (Riesch et al., 2012).
This scenario is supported by behavioral, ecological, genetic and
genomic results (Foote et al., 2016; Riesch et al., 2012). The killer
whale ecotypes have a set of remarkable characteristics, including extreme specialization within some (but not all) ecotypes
(Riesch et al., 2012). Most well-known are the sympatric “resident” and “transient” ecotypes of the northeast Paciﬁc, with the
“residents” specializing on salmon, especially chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), and the “transients” eating only marine
mammals (Riesch et al., 2012).
While cultural specialization into ecotypes seems an effective
method of radiation, there is only one recognized species of killer
whales and all ecotypes have a common ancestor 250,0 0 0 years
ago (Foote et al., 2016), much less than the 5 million years of killer
whale existence. Furthermore, there is evidence that killer whales
have had extreme effects on some of their prey (Whitehead and
Rendell, 2015). Could cultural specialization be behind some of
these effects? And would these kinds of results be expected for
other species that are subject to cultural specialization?
We set up agent-based models in which the agents can be
thought of as groups of killer whales, and each group has attributes of a group size and a resource consumption function,
which describes how eﬃciently members of the group use resources of different types (more precisely the rate at which a unit
of resource of a particular value can be turned into energy). Groups
compete for available resources with intensities depending both
on their group sizes and the overlap of their resource consumption functions. Resources are depleted by this predation but also
have intrinsic growth, and group size responds stochastically to
per-capita resource consumption. From time to time groups have
the opportunity to specialize, narrowing their resource consumption function so that resources near the mode of the function are
exploited more eﬃciently, and those further from the mode are
exploited less eﬃciently. Often this specialization will be initiated
by a key innovation in which a group member discovers a new
resource or a more eﬃcient way to access or use a familiar resource. This behavior is spread through the group by social learning, perhaps becoming enhanced through time, as group members
lose abilities or inclination to use other resources. In some versions
of the model we also allow generalization, a broadening of the resource consumption function.
An alternative process which might have similar demographic
consequences is natural selection for niche breadth in which the
position and breadth of the resource consumption function of an
offspring is slightly different from that of its parent (e.g., Doebeli
et al., 2007; Taper and Chase, 1985). This version of the model used
the same resource distribution dynamics but niche breadth is genetically determined and subject to natural selection.
We use these agent-based models to address the following
questions. Is culturally-driven ecological specialization adaptive?
Should we also expect culturally-driven ecological generalization?
Does the presence of culturally-driven ecological specialization
change expected group size, expected population size, the rate at
which groups are extirpated, or prey resource dynamics? How does
culturally-driven ecological specialization differ in its demographic

consequences from a process based on selection of genes for niche
breadth? We also examine (in Appendix B) how these processes
are affected by stochasticity in resource dynamics.

2. Methods
2.1. Agent-based model for cultural specialization
The formulation of the model for cultural specialization, as well
as that for natural selection of specialization, largely follow earlier analytic models of niche evolution (e.g., Egas et al., 2005; Futuyma and Moreno, 1988; May 1973; Taper and Chase, 1985). For
instance, resource availability functions and resource use functions
are normally distributed, and the trade-off between generality and
eﬃciency is captured by ﬁxing the area under the resource use
function. However, unlike many earlier models, those that we have
developed are agent-based and stochastic giving much more ﬂexibility and potential realism.
There are M resource types (see Table 1 for list of model parameters). Each resource type, j, has a mean placement on the [0,1]
unidimensional resource axis, pj , and is normally distributed on the
axis with SD wj , and overall abundance aj (t) at time t. In the killer
whale scenario, the axis could represent logged prey size, running
from herring (Clupea spp.; ca 0.25 m) to blue whales (Balaenoptera
musculus; ca. 30 m) (Jefferson et al., 1991; Riesch et al., 2012). Then,
the overall distribution of resources along the resource axis, x, at
time t is:

R(t, x ) =




j=1:M

a j (t ) · Normal p j , w j



(1)

where Normal(p,w) is the normal probability density function with
mean p and SD w. An example of an initial distribution of resources, R(0,x), is shown in Fig. 1 (lower panels).
There are G(t) groups in the population at time t. Each group,
i, has a normally-distributed resource use function with mean ci (t)
and standard deviation di (t), on the resource axis, and group size
ni (t) at time t. di (t) represents the niche breadth, and indicates the
degree of specialization (e.g., Egas et al., 2005).
The consumption potential of group i on resource j in time step
t is the product of the abundance of the resource (aj (t)), group size
(ni (t)) and the probability distribution of the resource multiplied
by the resource use function:

C P ∗ (i, j, t ) = f · a j (t ) · ni (t ) ∫ P [Normal (ci (t ), di (t ) ) = x]









·P Normal p j , w j = x · dx

(2)

where f is the assimilation rate of each individual, and P[X] is the
probability that X occurs. The actual consumption of group i on
resource j is:

C P (i, j, t ) = b j (t ) · hi (t ) · C P ∗ (i, j, t )

(3)

where the bj (t), and then the hi (t), both by default equal to one, are
adjusted downwards if necessary (these adjustments were almost
never necessary), so that amount consumed by an individual is less
than 1:



CP (i, j, t ) ≤ ni (t ), for all i

j

and, the amount of resource j consumed is less than aj (t):



CP (i, j, t ) ≤ a j (t ), for all j

i

Then resource abundance and numbers of individuals in each
group are adjusted, both with density-dependent formulations:
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of one run of the cultural evolution model with and without specialization/generalization (a) variant V2; b) variant V3). In each panel, the x-axis is
the resource axis. The upper panel gives the resource use functions of the surviving groups at the end of the 2,0 0 0 time steps. The lower panel gives the initial and ﬁnal
resource distributions. In the central panel, time runs from top to bottom, and portrays each group present at each time step. The position of the group on the x-axis gives
the mean of its resource use function; the horizontal width of the line is proportional to group size; and the color of the line indicates niche breadth (yellow = generalist;
dark blue = highly specialized). Group splits due to large size are indicated by bifurcations; group extirpations by nodes not reaching the x-axis, and in some cases a red
oval; specializations/generalizations by changes in color (and usually horizontal lines as the mean of the resource use function changed). Groups are sometimes plotted on
top of each other. The brown dashed rectangle indicates a case when several groups have converged on the same resource. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 1
Parameter values chosen for model, as well as the range of values for variable parameters for cultural specialization (∗ ) and natural
selection (†) models.
Parameter
M

w

Width of each resource:
wj = Uniform([w, 2•w])
Size of groups at splitting

N

π

Rate of resource renewal
(/time step)

f

Assimilation rate of
resources

q

Dependency of population
change on per capita
resource capture
Rate of innovation
(potential specialization/generalization) (per
group per time step)
Reduction in width of
resource consumption
curve with specialization
(increase in width on
generalization)
Variation of mean value of
resource use function from
parent to offspring
Variation of SD of resource
use function from parent to
offspring

α

s

σc
σd

Fixed parameters:
Number of time steps
Mean value of resources
Initial abundance of
resources
Initial no. groups (∗ ), or
individuals (†)

T
pj
aj (0)
G(0)

di (0)

Initial SD resource
consumption potential
(niche breadth)
Initial mean resource
consumption potential

ci (0)

rmin

Minimal rate of increase in
adverse circumstances

rmax

Maximal rate of increase in
favorable circumstances


a j (t + 1 ) =

Comments

Varied parameters:
No. resource types

a j (t ) −

i


. 1+



π

32

[16 64]

∗

†

0.008

[0.004 0.016]

∗

†

30

[15 60]

∗

0.3

[0.15 0.6]

∗

†

0.0 0 01

[0.0 0 0 07 0.0 0 014]

∗

†

0.0 0 015

[0.0 0 021 0.0 0 011]

∗

†

In V3 (no specialization/generalization),
α=0

0.002

[0.0 01 0.0 04]

∗

High values decrease
specialization rate

2

[1.4 2.8]

∗

Reﬂects inverse of
heritability of mean value
of resource use function
Reﬂects inverse of
heritability of niche
breadth
In U2 (no selection), σ d = 0

0.005

[0.0025 0.01]

†

0.02

[0.014 0.028]

†

40 0 0(∗ )60,0 0 0(†)
Uniform([0,1])
Uniform([0,1])

∗

∗

†
†
†

Has almost no effect as
density dependence,
together with group
extirpation/splitting
process, quickly reaches a
fairly stable number of
groups or individuals
Model assumes initial
broad resource breadth

10 (∗ )10 0 0 (†)

∗

†

0.3

∗

†

Groups are initially
somewhat more eﬃcient
near centre of resource
distribution, although
differences between groups
Based on decline rate of
“Southern Resident” killer
whales in poor conditions
of 1996–2001
From Ford et al. (2010)

Normal(0.5,0.2)

∗

†

a j (0 )

∗

0.9

1.035

ni (t + 1 ) = rmin · ni (t ) + Binomial (rmax · ni (t )

CP (i, j, t )

a j (0 ) − a j (t ) −

Model type

Increases potential
population size and no. of
ecotypes
How far can specialization
go?
Affects mean group size
and other outputs
Higher resource renewal
allows larger population
size
Low assimilation rate
allows larger population
size, more resource
depletion. Chosen to give a
population size in the
thousands, as with killer
whales (Riesch et al., 2012)
Low q allows larger
population size




Range


i CP (i, j, t )

−rmin · ni (t ),
(4)

(i, j, t )
j CP (i, j, t ) + q · ni (t )
j CP

(5)

Here π is the rate of resource renewal and q the dependency
of population change on per capita resource capture. The population of group i in time step t + 1 varies between rmin •ni (t) (rounded
down) and rmax •ni (t) (rounded up), using a binomial random num-

2.2. Agent-based model for natural selection of specialization
In this version of the model, the resource distribution is generated as in the cultural selection model, and follows the same
dynamic rules. However, the agents are individual animals (rather
than groups, as genetic natural selection works at the level of the
individual), so there are G(t) individuals in the population at time
t. Each individual, i, has a normally-distributed resource use function with mean ci , and standard deviation di , on the resource axis.
The resource use, actual consumption, and resource dynamics are
as given by Eqs. (2)–(4), with “group” replaced by “individual”.
Each time step, individuals die with probability 1-rmin , and, if
they survive, reproduce one offspring with probability

(rmax − rmin ) ·
rmin ·

j CP

(i, j, t )

j CP (i, j, t ) + q

(7)

1966

0.389
0.603

1402

0.293
0.740
4406

14.1
2379
0.0 0 0 06
0.225
1.027
12.8
1421
0.0 0 030
0.111
1.235
509

U2
No selection for niche breadth

27.3
6.3
25.8

5.9
0.60
0.07
12.7
1428
0.0 0 029
0.108
1.216
535

1. Calculate CP(i,j,t) for each group and resource (Eq. (3)).
2. Calculate resources present at next time step {aj (t + 1)} (Eq.
(4)).
3. Calculate group sizes at next time step {ni (t + 1)} (Eq. (5)).
4. Remove extirpated groups.
5. Split large groups.
6. Choose groups that have the option to innovate. Each of these
groups ﬁrst optimizes the position of the mean of its resource
use function ci (t + 1), and then they specialize (or generalize in
variant V2), if the expected CP is increased.

5.3
0.59

where CP’(i,j,t + 1) is calculated using Eq. (2). Using this optimized value of ci (t + 1), Y is calculated using di (t + 1 )= di (t) [no
specialization/generalization], di (t + 1 )= di (t)/s [specialization], and
di (t + 1 )= di (t)•s [generalization]. Whichever of these options—no
change, specialization, generalization—produces the highest Y is selected for the group.
There are three variants of the model (see Table 2): variant V1
allows only specialization or no specialization, in variant V2 an innovation can result in either specialization or generalization or neither, and in variant V3, there is no innovation (i.e., α = 0).
Thus, the process in each time step is:
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Niche breadth (relative to resource width)
Specialization rate (per opportunity)
Generalization rate (per opportunity)
Mean group size
Population size
Group extirpation rate
Resource depletion
CV resource depletion
Time to half niche breadth

(6)

U1
Selection for niche breadth

CP (i, j, t + 1)

j

Natural selection



V3
No Specialization/ Generalization

Y =

V2
Specialization/Generalization

In the most general variant of the model (V2), at each time step,
with probability α (the rate of innovation), each group can specialize, narrowing or widening its resource consumption function
respectively by a factor s. Each chosen group ﬁrst optimizes the
position of the mean of its resource use function, choosing ci (t + 1)
to maximize

V1
Specialization

Group i: ci (t + 1) = ci (t)−0.1•di (t); di (t + 1) = di (t); ni (t + 1)(new)
= [ni (t + 1)(old)/2] (rounded up)
Group
G(t + 1):
cG ( t +1) (t + 1) = ci (t) + 0.1•di (t);
dG ( t +1) (t + 1)
= di (t + 1); nG ( t +1) (t + 1) = [ni (t + 1)(old)/2] (rounded down)

Cultural evolution

ber whose probability increases with the average prey capture
rate of its members in time step t. Thus, rmin and rmax set the
bounds for the per time step rate of increase of the population
(see Table 1). In Appendix B, we explore the effects of stochasticity in resource abundance by randomly varying either the resource
renewal rate (π ), or the carrying capacity of each resource type
(aj (0)), or both, at each time step for each resource type.
A group i is extirpated when ni (t + 1) = 0, and, then,
G(t + 1) = G(t)−1. If a group i grows so that ni (t + 1) > N, where N
is the maximum group size, it divides to produce two daughter
groups with slightly separated mean resource consumptions, but
the same SD’s, so that G(t + 1) = G(t) + 1, and:

Table 2
Mean output values for 1,0 0 0 runs of cultural specialization model including specialization (V1), specialization and generalization (V2), or neither (V3), and natural selection model with (U1) or
without (U2) natural selection of niche breadth, with randomly chosen parameter values.
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As in the cultural specialization model this gives a population increasing by rmax per time step with unlimited resources, and decreasing by rmin per time step with almost no resources. Each
newborn, i, possesses a resource use function perturbed slightly
from that of their single parent, m(i), ci : Normal(cm ( i ) ,σ c ), di :
dm ( i ) •eNormal(0,σ d ) . Here σ c and σ d reﬂect the inverse of the heritability of the mean values of the resource use functions and niche
breadths, respectively.
This model is asexual, whereas many organisms, including killer
whales, are sexual. A sexually reproducing species has diﬃculty
evolving multiple specializations in sympatry without assortative
mating, so that genes are generally kept within the specializations.
With assortative mating, especially assortative mating based upon
ecological traits, then specialization can be selected and ﬂourish
(e.g., Bolnick, 2006; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Doebeli et al.,
2007). Our natural selection model, while cast as asexual, also represents the extreme in assortative mating—when mates have identical resource use distributions—and thus the best-case scenario for
evolving specializations through natural selection.
In this, natural selection, model, specialization is reﬂected in selection for smaller di , generalization in selection for larger di , and,
as there are no explicit groups, there is no group innovation, extirpation or splitting. There are two variants (Table 2): U1 with natural selection for niche breadth (σ d > 0); and U2 without natural
selection for niche breadth (σ d = 0).
Thus, for the natural selection model the process in each time
step is:
1. Calculate CP(i,j,t) for each individual and resource (Eq. (3)).
2. Calculate resources present at next time step {aj (t + 1)} (Eq.
(4)).
3. Remove individuals that die.
4. Find individuals that reproduce (Eq. (7)), and produce resource
use function (c, d) of offspring.
2.3. Parameters of models
The model parameters are listed in Table 1, together with their
initial values and the range of variation that was explored. Chosen values roughly approximate what might be expected for killer
whale populations (e.g., Ford et al., 20 0 0, 2010; Olesiuk et al.,
1990), with time steps of years.
The two models operated over very different time scales. The
outputs of the cultural specialization model stabilized after about
1,0 0 0 time steps (Table 1), so we used T = 4,0 0 0 steps in each run.
The natural selection model operated about 8 times more slowly
(Table 1), so we used T = 60,0 0 0 steps in each run.
To investigate the robustness of our results, we used 1,0 0 0 sets
of runs for each of the two models—each set containing a run with
each model variant and the same starting conditions. For each set,
parameters were chosen by multiplying the standard value of each
parameter by 2z , where z is a uniform random number on the interval [−1 1] (except [−0.5 0.5] for parameters f, q, s, and σ d , as
higher variation in these parameters produced extinctions and/or
other unrealistic results). Several parameters were not varied because we had no great interest in how they might affect results, or
we had no expectation that reasonable variation would affect the
results (Table 1).
2.4. Output of model
For each run for each applicable variant of each model type (V1,
V2, V3 for cultural specialization; U1, U2 for natural selection of
niche breadth), we recorded: the degree of specialization at end of
the run (measured by the mean niche breadth relative to the mean
resource breadth: mean(d(T))/mean(wj ); V1-3, U1-2); the rate (per

extant group per time step) at which groups specialized (V1-2);
the rate (per extant group per time step) at which groups generalized (V2); the mean group size at end of run ( ni (T )/G(T ); V1i

3); the number of individuals (i.e. population size) present at the
end of the run ( ni (T ); V1-3, U1-2); the rate (per extant group
i

per time step) at which groups were extirpated (V1-3); the overall resource depletion at end of run (∫ R(T , x )/ ∫ R(0, x ); V1-3, U1x

x

2); the coeﬃcient of variation in depletion among resource types
(CV({aj (T)/aj (0)}); V1-3, U1-2); and the time to 50% reduction in
niche breadth (t0.5 : mean(d(t0.5 )) = [mean(d(1)) + mean(d(T))] • 0.5;
V1-2, U1).
We investigated the dependence of these output measures on
input parameters. For the output measures, mean group size, population size, resource depletion and variation in resource depletion,
we used the percentage change in output measure with cultural
specialization or natural selection compared to its value without a
mechanism for change in niche breadth but with all other parameters and starting positions the same. In this investigation of the
relationship between input parameters and output measures, we
only used the results from the runs with just cultural specialization (model variant V1), except for generalization rates in which
case we used model variant V2.
3. Results
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the general trajectories of the
populations under the different models and variants (Figs. 1 and
2), note how output measures relate to input measures (3.1), and
then consider each of the questions posed in Section 1.
Across all versions of the model and the range of parameters
input, there was very little generalization. With cultural specialization, groups invariably adopted narrow niche breadths with the
maxima of their resource use functions aligned with peaks in resource availability, and frequently with two or more groups aligned
with the same resource (e.g., brown-dashed rectangle in Fig. 1). Although there were fewer groups than without specialization, overall resources appear more depleted with specialization (compare
lower panels of Fig. 1a and b; see also Table 1 and Fig. 3e,f). Groups
were quite frequently extirpated with cultural specialization, but
rarely in its absence (Fig. 1, red ovals; see also Table 1 and Fig. 3c).
The dynamics of the natural selection model—assuming substantial assortative mating—are notably slower than those of the
cultural specialization model (2,0 0 0 time steps in Fig. 1, versus
60,0 0 0 in Fig. 2; see also Table 2). Through evolutionary time,
as specialization is selected and niche breadth decreases, mean
resource-use functions evolve to align with the positions of actual
resources, and resources are increasingly depleted (e.g., Fig. 2). In
these respects, the natural selection model and the cultural evolution model have similar demographic consequences. However,
there are differences which we will highlight in subsection 3.8.
3.1. Input parameters and output measures
The relationships between input parameters and output measures are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for cases where there was a
correlation coeﬃcient greater than 0.3 or less than −0.3. Plots
of all input parameters against output measures are given in
Appendix A Figs. A1 and A2.
Rates of reduction in niche breadth, as indicated by the output measure ‘Half time’ are, as might be expected, dependent on
the innovation rate, α , and amount of specialization, s, in the cultural specialization case, and the heritabilities of niche breadth,
σ d , in the natural selection case. Niche breadth at the end of the
model run, relative to resource width, is negatively related to resource width, w, in both models suggesting that neither process
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Fig. 2. Illustration of one run of the natural selection model (variant U1), using the same resource distribution as for the cultural evolution model run in Fig. 1. The upper
left and right panels show histograms giving the changing distributions of the mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the individual resource-use functions every
60 0 0 time steps (running down the page), using the same scales. The lower panel gives the initial and ﬁnal resource distributions Through time the distribution of mean
resource-use functions come to resemble the resource distribution as shown in the lower panel and the niche breadth (standard deviation of resource-use functions) narrows.

Fig. 3. Violin plots of the distribution of output measures of the models with random parameters. For the cultural evolution model (in blue), V1 includes specialization,
V2 allows specialization or generalization, and V3 is the control variant with neither specialization nor generalization; for the natural selection model (in green), U1 allows
natural selection of niche breadth, while U2 is the control variant without variation in niche breadth. Panel a) shows the mean (over individuals) niche breadth (SD of
resource use functions), relative to resource breadth, at the end of the runs. Panel b) shows the rate of specializing or generalizing per innovation. Panel c) shows the rate
at which groups are extirpated, per time step, with and without specialization and/or generalization. Panels d)–g) show the % difference in the output measure between
runs of variant V1 and V3 (i.e. adding specialization), V2 and V3 (i.e. adding specialization or generalization), or U1 and U2 (i.e. adding natural selection of niche breadth)
for the following output measures: mean group size (d), population size (e), overall resource depletion (f), and the coeﬃcient of variation (CV) of resource depletion among
resources (g). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Scatterplots of output measures against input parameters for 10 0 0 randomly
chosen sets of parameter values with cultural specialization model (variant V1; except V2 for generalization rates; V1 as a proportion of V3 for mean group size,
population size, resource depletion and variation in resource depletion), for cases
with an absolute correlation coeﬃcient > 0.3 (for full set of input parameters versus
output measures, see Appendix A Fig. A1). Trend lines are cubic polynomials.

fully matches niche breadth to very narrow resource widths. In
the natural selection model, ﬁnal niche breadth increases with the
number of resources, M, and the assimilation rate, f, but declines
with increasing rates of renewal, π . Final niche breadth also declines, as might be expected, with larger innovation rates α and
group sizes, N, in the cultural evolution model.
Specialization rates per innovation opportunity decrease with
the innovation rate, α , and the magnitude of specialization, s. Thus,
if opportunities for specialization are rare, or each specialization
event is of small magnitude, specialization occurs relatively more
frequently per opportunity. In contrast, the generalization rate increases with the number of resources, M, giving more beneﬁts to
wide niches, and the innovation rate, α , perhaps because there is
sometimes overshoot in narrowing niche breadth.
Group size and population size were little affected by any of
the input parameters in the cultural evolution model. In the natural selection model, population size increased with the number of
resources, M, as might be expected. Group extirpation decreased
with increasing group size, N, and the width of resources, w, patterns that make intuitive sense.
In both model types, resource depletion and the variation of resource depletion among resource types were little inﬂuenced by
input parameters, with the exception that in the natural selection

Fig. 5. Scatterplots of output measures against input parameters for 10 0 0 randomly
chosen sets of parameter values with natural selection model (variant U1; U1 as a
proportion of U2 for population size, resource depletion and variation in resource
depletion), for cases with an absolute correlation coeﬃcient > 0.3 (for full set of
input parameters versus output measures, see Appendix A Fig. A2). Trend lines are
cubic polynomials.

model with few resources, low M, there was sometimes a relatively
high CV of resource depletion.
3.2. Is culturally-driven ecological specialization adaptive?
In both the cultural evolution and natural selection models
niche breadth declined (Figs. 1, 2, 3a), so that specialization was
either chosen culturally or naturally selected. Across all parameter
combinations, the mean rate of specialization (per innovation opportunity), for all runs when the option was available, was 0.60,
with almost all rates above 0.25 (Table 2; Fig. 3b). Thus, specialization was often adaptive, at least in the short term. Later, in subsection 3.4, we will consider adaptiveness in the longer term.
3.3. Should we expect culturally-driven ecological generalization?
Across all parameter combinations of the cultural evolution
model, the mean rate of generalization (per innovation opportunity), for all runs when the option was available, was 0.06, with all
rates below 0.2 (Table 2; Fig. 3b). Thus, generalization was rarely
adaptive in the short term. Further, adding the potential for generalization to the cultural evolution model (i.e., variant V2 versus
V1) had almost no impact on other outputs of the model (Table 2;
Fig. 3).
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3.4. Does the presence of culturally-driven ecological specialization
change the rate at which groups are extirpated?
Mean group extirpation rates increased about four-fold when
specialization was added (Table 2; Fig. 3c). Thus, in the longer
term, culturally-driven specialization is not adaptive, as groups that
adopt it decrease their probability of survival. Adding the potential
for generalization had little effect on this result (Table 2; Fig. 3c).
3.5. Does the presence of culturally-driven ecological specialization
(plus generalization) change expected group size?
There was almost no difference in mean group size at the end
of the model runs between variants V1, V2 and V3 of the cultural
evolution model (Table 2; Fig. 3d). Thus culturally-driven ecological specialization, or generalization, appears to have little effect on
group size.
3.6. Does the presence of culturally-driven ecological specialization or
natural selection for niche breadth change expected population size?
Population size at the ends of the runs was consistently substantially reduced by the introduction of culturally-driven ecological specialization or natural selection of niche breadth, with a
mean reduction over all parameter values of about 44% for the
cultural evolution model and 25% for the natural selection model
(Table 2; Fig. 3e).
3.7. How does culturally-driven ecological specialization or natural
selection for niche breadth affect prey resource dynamics?
Without specialization driven by cultural evolution, group predation reduced resources by a mean of about 73%, but with specialization this was increased to about 88% (Table 2; Fig. 3f). In the
individual predation case, the reduction was about 60%, rising to
70% with natural selection for niche width. Furthermore, with specialization the CV of depletion among the different resource types
increased considerably, a mean of 42% but sometimes much more
(Table 2; Fig. 3g). On the surface, there seems to be a contradiction
with a smaller population size following specialization leading to
greater resource reduction. However, ecological specialization quite
often led to the severe reduction or elimination of a particular resource (e.g., Fig. 1), with the result that it could support few or no
predators. In contrast, other resources, not targeted by the specialists, were little affected, so giving a large CV to resource depletion.
Specialization through natural selection had a more even effect on
the different resource types, with a smaller, mean 23%, increase in
the CV of resource depletion (Table 2; Fig. 3g).
3.8. Specialization: culture versus natural selection
In the scenarios that we examined, culturally-driven ecological specialization and natural selection for niche breadth had quite
similar demographic consequences with the profound difference
that, even given the dependence on input parameters (Figs. 4 and
5), the cultural route could be considerably faster (Table 2). The
cultural route to specialization was also less stable, with the specialists being vulnerable to extirpation. This led to a generally less
even impact on resource types with some being highly exploited,
as specialists honed on particular resources, with others less affected. In contrast natural selection generally had a lesser but more
uniform effect on the resource base.
3.9. Effects of stochasticity in resource abundance
In Appendix B we detail the effects of stochastic variation in
resource abundance through either variation in renewal rates, or
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carrying capacity, or both. For the cultural evolution model with
low and moderate stochastic variation in renewal rates, stochastic variation in carrying capacity increased generalization rates,
but had little effect on other output measures. In scenarios with
and without cultural specialization, high levels of stochastic variation in both renewal rates and carrying capacity led to frequent
extirpations of groups and often of whole populations. Adding
stochasticity to the natural selection model produced quite similar
results, although there were more pronounced declines in niche
breadth, population size and resource depletion with no variation in carrying capacity, but increased variation in renewal rate.
And again, with high levels of variability in both renewal rates
and carrying capacity, the consequence was frequently population
extirpation.
4. Discussion
The major conclusions of our models are that: specialization,
through either the cultural or natural selection routes, is adaptive
in the short term with specialization increasing; that generalization is rare; that cultural evolution of specialization can lead to
group extirpation; that specialization has little effect on group size,
but tends to reduce population size and resource abundance; and
that while the two specialization processes tend to produce similar results, cultural specialization can be much faster. Our models,
like all models, are simpliﬁcations and distortions of reality. Thus,
we will ﬁrst consider the likely robustness of our conclusions (4.1),
before discussing the cultural specialization process (4.2). We will
end with implications for what it might mean to be a killer whale,
or some other species for which cultural specialization seems central (4.3), as well as for the resources on which these specialists
prey (4.4).
4.1. Model conclusions and reality
Among the most important assumptions made in our models
are the unidimensional resource use hyperspace, the normality of
the resource availability and resource use functions, the trade-off
between generalization and specialization being represented by a
ﬁxed area under the resource use function, and the absence of
spatial structure. These are clearly approximations to reality. These
simpliﬁcations are common in models of niche breadth evolution
(e.g., Egas et al., 2005; Futuyma and Moreno, 1988; May, 1973; Taper and Chase, 1985) but they may still inﬂuence conclusions.
Violations of these assumptions could affect the rates of specialization and generalization. Increasing the dimensionality of the resource spectrum could moderate overall specialization rates. However, without quite complex trade-offs (such as positive or negative
correlations between degree of specialization in the different dimensions), specialization in each resource dimension should have
consequences similar to those found in our models. If specialization occurs along several resource dimensions, then consequences
(such as extirpation rates) could be more extreme. Changing the
nature of the specialization-generalization tradeoff could favor either generalization or specialization.
We also assume that the cultural specialization spreads through
the group within one time step. While social learning can be extremely fast (Whiten, 2017), it does not have to be so. If a specialization took a number of time steps to spread through the group
leading to a progressive narrowing of the niche breath rather than
the sudden change of the model, some of the effects we document
might be lessened. However, since the mean time between specializations in a group was about 850 time units, the effect is likely
small.
Furthermore, we have assumed no evolutionary response (either genetically or culturally) to the increasingly specialized preda-
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tors. Such a response would likely dampen most of the effects that
we document, as prey became more resilient, and predators less
eﬃcient.
Despite these caveats, the conclusions that specialization is often adaptive and generalization rarely so seem intuitive and robust.
However, they are dependent on the starting conditions. We initialized our models with generalist agents which had little scope
for additional generalization. If we had started with highly specialized agents, for instance with niche breadths narrower than
those typical of the resources, then likely generalization would
have predominated, at least initially. Belief that evolution tends
to move from generalized to specialized niches (Futuyma and
Moreno, 1988) is challenged by more recent studies that suggest
trajectories can go in either direction (Day et al., 2016; Nosil and
Mooers, 2005). However, in the case of the killer whale, it seems
almost certain that the specialist ecotypes evolved from more generalist ancestors (Riesch et al., 2012), and phylogenetically-related
species such as pilot whales (Globicephala spp.) seem to have wider
individual niche breadths than most killer whale ecotypes (e.g.,
Gannon et al., 1997).
That cultural specialization promotes group extirpations is
likely generally true. However, the extent will depend greatly on
process details, including the nature of the resource spectrum and
group sizes (Fig. 4). Environmental stochasticity also increases the
group extinction rate (see Appendix, May, 1973). Groups specializing on a particular resource that disappeared or was reduced
to low numbers through external causes would be particularly
vulnerable. Indeed, there is current concern for killer whale ecotypes that specialize on resources, such as salmon, that are being reduced anthropogenically (Ford et al., 2010; Williams et al.,
2011). One possibility that was not included in the model is
that generalization could be context dependent. If generalization
rates increase with low feeding success or low reproductive rates,
then group extirpations resulting from ecological traps might be
avoided.
The lack of much effect of specialization on group size seems
generally intuitive and borne out by the sensitivity analysis
(Fig. 3). However, we can envisage situations in which specialization on a particular resource changes group size, when,
for instance, the nature or distribution of the resource favors or disfavors large group size. Indeed, the different killer
whale ecotypes have characteristically different group sizes
(Riesch et al., 2012), and these are predictable from the energetics of feeding on particular prey in different sized groups (e.g.,
Baird and Dill, 1996).
Our models indicate that cultural specialization and natural selection on niche breadth tend to reduce population size as well as
resource abundance compared with generalist ancestors, and to increase the variability of resource depletion among resource types.
The increased eﬃciency of specialists, as well as their uneven impact across the resource spectrum, make these results intuitively
reasonable. However, these results were quite variable (Fig. 3), and
should not be considered inevitable responses to specialization. For
instance, if innovation, or genetic mutation, introduces a new type
of resource to the species, outside the original resource distribution, then population size will tend to increase.
While the two specialization processes tend to produce similar results, in our models, cultural specialization was much faster.
However, the rates of specialization in both models were parameter dependent (Figs. 4 and 5). In the cultural evolution model,
the rate clearly depends on the rate of innovative changes and
their magnitude. By adjusting these, cultural specialization can operate at almost any rate. In contrast natural selection is more constrained. Increasing the standard deviation of the offspring’s niche
breadth relative to the parent’s speeds things up, but, at least in
our simulations, only a little. In another distinction between the

two modes of specialization, population size did not increase with
the number of resources under the cultural specialization model
(Fig. A1), as might be expected and was found with the natural selection model (Fig. 5). It seems that cultural specialization has less
predictable consequences for ecology.

4.2. Specialization
Specialization is an important element of evolutionary ecology (Futuyma and Moreno, 1988), as well as applied ecology
(Devictor et al., 2010). In this study, we have formalized and modeled a type of specialization in which a behavioral innovation
spreads through a social group, and is maintained among its members, through social learning. Later, morphological, physiological or
other adaptations to the new trophic environment could be selected (West-Eberhard, 2003), but the essence is social learning of
behavior. This process can be extremely fast and precise, as reﬂected in the structure of our model. However, it sets up inherent vulnerabilities, particularly when a resource is overexploited by
the specialists, or reduced by other externalities (e.g., Clavel et al.,
2011).
Apart from the potential speed of evolution, cultural specialization has much in common with specialization through natural selection. However, there are other differences. Specialization
by natural selection is often expressed behaviorally, but morphologies, physiologies and other non-behavioral traits that reduce niche
breadth can also be selected (Futuyma and Moreno, 1988). In contrast, cultural specialization is essentially behavioral. When group
cultures are conformist (Henrich and Boyd, 1998), this can inhibit
adaptive generalization, or switches to other resources. These features can all increase the intensity of specialization, as well as
its effects on the demography of both the predators and their resources.
We have built our models from the perspective of the killer
whale, for which cultural specialization is believed to have had a
major role in shaping the evolution of the species (Riesch et al.,
2012). The ecotypes with their distinct specializations are a prominent feature of the species. But could the same process, or a
similar process, occur in other species? Elephants (Elephantidae),
pilot whales and sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) have
matrilineally-based social structures somewhat similar to those of
killer whales, but there is no evidence for ecologically specialized population segments in any of these species. The best evidence, at least for marine species, is perhaps for bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp.) and sea otters (Enhydra lutris) which possess socially learned foraging specializations (Estes et al., 2003;
Sargeant and Mann, 2009). Although for both species social learning seems mostly limited to the mother-offspring relationship, the
result is matrilineally-based ecological specializations, as in the
killer whale. However, the group-speciﬁc social learning in the
killer whale sets up additional links between social learning and
behavior, such as conformism, potentially hardening the boundaries between ecotypes (Cantor and Whitehead, 2013). While the
social learning of foraging specializations would likely have to be
largely cross-generational to maintain stability (Cavalli-Sforza et al.,
1982), instead of being matrilineal as with the killer whale, it could
be primarily patrilineal, so potentially including some of the great
apes, that are generally patrilineal and are known to have groupspeciﬁc cultural foraging specializations (e.g., Whiten et al., 2001).
Killer whales are highly mobile and non-territorial (Baird, 20 0 0)
justifying a lack of spatial structure to the killer whaleparametrized model. However, if our models were to be extended
for use with terrestrial or near-shore predators, they would likely
need a spatial component. This would add considerable complexity.
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4.3. The nature of the killer whale
The process of cultural specialization that we have modeled
seems to largely mimic the current division of the global killer
whale population into ecotypes, and what can be inferred as to
ecotype formation from genetics, genomics, behavior and morphology (Foote et al., 2016; Morin et al., 2015; Riesch et al., 2012). This
process contains an inherent tension. On one hand, the specialization is maintained by conformist social learning, so that members
of a group have a clear and restricted perspective on their ecological niche which they learn from each other. A good illustration
of this is the self-inﬂicted starvation of members of the mammaleating northwest Paciﬁc “transient” ecotype when they were fed
ﬁsh following capture, while members of the ﬁsh-eating “resident”
ecotype caught in the same operation and kept in the same pen
fed at satisfactory rates (Ford and Ellis, 1999). On the other hand,
the process depends on at least occasional specialization whereby
the whole group begins to focus on some resource, a part of their
original wider niche. There is indirect evidence for this, as when
subsets of the “transient” ecotype are thought to have begun specializing on sea otters in the 1990 s, triggering ecosystem changes
(Estes et al., 1998), or when killer whales began using the new
resource of ﬂoating carcasses provided by the whaling industry
(Whitehead and Reeves, 2005), or depredating ﬁshing lines (e.g.,
Yano and Dahlheim, 1995). These infer tension within killer whale
groups between retaining the ingrained group-typical behavior and
adopting a new and more proﬁtable way of life.
One element of the ecotype dynamics of killer whales that does
not seem to have been captured by the models is the wide diversity of niche breadths among current killer whale ecotypes.
While the prototypical “resident” ecotype of the northern Paciﬁc
is extremely specialized, focussing on just one species of salmon
(Ford and Ellis, 2006), in the North Atlantic there is a “generalist”
ecotype that regularly eats both mammals and ﬁsh (Foote et al.,
2009). However, in our runs of the cultural specialization model,
typically all groups ended up specialized to a large degree (e.g.,
Fig. 1). Intrinsically this results from a model set up in which all
groups have the same propensity for specialization (the parameter
α ). However, it is not unreasonable that this should vary among
groups. The tendency to specialize could be driven by high-level
cultural traits. So, as with human ethnicities (e.g., Nathan, 2014),
the culture of some groups promotes innovation, that of others
does not. Alternatively, trophic generality itself could be an element of the essential cultures of some ecotypes. Environmental
conditions, such as general productivity, could favor or disfavor
specialization. Baird et al. (2006) suggest that killer whales in tropical waters with lower productivity—where no single resource provides suﬃcient sustenance—may be typically less specialized than
those that use more productive habitats at higher latitudes. These
possibilities could be addressed in future models.
The results of our modeling shed some light on a killer whale
conundrum. If cultural specialization is so eﬃcient at generating
ecologically distinct ecotypes, then why are there not many, or
at least several, killer whale species? Killer whales are the only
members of the Delphinidae without a living sister species with
a common node less than 10 Mya (McGowen et al., 2009). The
ecotypes themselves have a common ancestor about 250,0 0 0 years
ago (Foote et al., 2016), an order of magnitude less than the origin of killer whales. Our modeling, however, suggests that specialized ecotypes have high extirpation rates, limiting the ability
of cultural specialization to generate true species. This ﬁts with
Simpson’s (1955) suggestion that specialized taxa have lower persistence than generalized ones, as well as empirical evidence from
other taxonomic groups (e.g., Olden et al., 2008). Additionally, specialized ecotypes themselves may be unlikely to generate new ecotypes, essential becoming evolutionary cul de sacs (Futuyma and
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Moreno, 1988). The persistence of a few generalized ecotypes may
have been vital for the persistence of killer whales themselves.
Our modeling covers only the ﬁrst step of the cultural speciation of killer whales as outlined by Riesch et al. (2012). Ecological specialization separates groups of killer whales into ecotypes.
As indicated by our model runs (e.g., Fig. 1), two or more groups
with different matrilineal ancestries may end up specializing on
the same resource. But then, to initiate speciation, mating must
start to become restricted to members of the same ecotype. There
are several ways this can occur (Riesch et al., 2012): xenophobia
that restricts social interactions between ecotypes; the diﬃculty of
an individual dispersing between ecotypes; incompatibility caused
by genetic drift; and gene-culture coevolution.

4.4. The killer whale in its ecosystem
With specialized predators, resources typically face increased
consumption rates, and this seems to be especially the case with
cultural specialization (Table 2). Furthermore, the potential rapidity of cultural specialization means that prey may have little opportunity to adapt, either behaviorally or evolutionarily. Thus, we
might expect killer whales to have particularly severe, and sudden,
effects on ecosystems. There is some evidence for this, for instance
in the purported cascading effects of a sudden specialization of
killer whales on sea otters around the Aleutian Islands (Estes et al.,
1998). Indeed, there is a perspective that killer whales have especially signiﬁcant ecological effects, as indicated by the moniker
“the world’s premier predator” (Pitman, 2011). However, as suggested by our results, the effects can be uneven. Killer whales are
important predators on sperm whales and pinnipeds in the eastern
North Paciﬁc, but not, apparently, in much of the western North
Atlantic (see Whitehead et al., 2012). In extreme cases, specialist
killer whale ecotypes might extirpate prey.

5. Conclusion
Cultural specialization is, in some circumstances, ecologically
important. However, it presents a conundrum. If a species is able
to specialize culturally, then the process is generally adaptive in
the short term, in the sense that it increases individual ﬁtness.
So, groups should specialize if they can. However, over the longer
term, cultural specialization reduces persistence, putting the specializers at risk of extirpation. Thus, a species with frequent cultural specialization may only be able to persist if it contains a segment that does not specialize, or if, in extrema, there is a route to
back generalization. Culture can provide both these safeguards. A
generalist ecotype may persist because its overall culture is generalist (specialization is not a norm). Or, within a specialist ecotype
that is in trouble because of the depletion of its particular resource,
an individual who innovates (either generalizing, or shifting to a
more available resource) may be the model for social learning that
leads its group members out of the ecological trap.
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Appendix A
Output measures versus input parameters
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Fig. A1. Scatterplots of output measures against input parameters for 10 0 0 randomly chosen sets of parameter values with cultural specialization model (variant V1; except
V2 for generalization rates; V1 as a proportion of V3 for mean group size, population size, resource depletion and variation in resource depletion).
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Fig. A2. Scatterplots of output measures against input parameters for 10 0 0 randomly chosen sets of parameter values with natural selection model (variant V1; except V2
for generalization rates; V1 as a proportion of V3 for mean group size, population size, resource depletion and variation in resource depletion).

Appendix B
Effects of stochasticity in resource availability
While the original model incorporates stochasticity in the population dynamics of the predators (Eq. (5)), that of the prey is
deterministic. We investigated the effects of two possible sources
of stochasticity in prey dynamics, as well as their interaction, by
changing Eq. (4) to:



a j (t + 1 ) =

a j (t ) −


. 1+





CP (i, j, t )

i

π j (t )



a j (0, t ) − a j (t ) −

i CP


(i, j, t )

a j ( 0, t )

Here both, π , the rate of resource renewal, and aj (0), the carrying capacity of resource j, vary over time and independently among
resources, so that:

π j (t ) = π · μr Uniform[−1,1] , and
a j (0, t ) = a j (0 ) · μK Uniform[−1,1]
Here, μr and μK are the range of proportional variance in renewal
rates and carrying capacity, respectively. If μ = 1 there is no variation, whereas if μ = 2 the measure varies geometrically between

half the original value and twice the original value, and if μ = 4 the
measure varies geometrically between one quarter of the original
value and four times the original value.
For each of the cultural evolution and natural selection models, we ran 20 simulations with all parameters as in column 3 of
Table 1 (scenarios V1,V2 and V3, and U1 and U2), and each combination of μr = [1,2,4] and μK = [1,2,4]. These reﬂect no stochastic variation, some stochastic variation, and considerable stochastic
variation in renewal rates and carrying capacity respectively. We
compared the means (over runs with the same set of parameters)
of the output measures listed in Table 2 among these scenarios.
The results are summarized in Fig. B1, for the cultural specialization model. In the absence of stochastic variation in carrying
capacity (μK = 1; blue lines in Fig. B1), stochastic variation in renewal rates (μr = 2 or 4) had little effect on output parameters.
At low and moderate stochastic variation in renewal rates (μr = 1
or 2), stochastic variation in carrying capacity (μK = 2 or 4) increased generalization rates, showing little effect on other output
measures. With high levels of stochastic variation in both renewal
rates and carrying capacity (μr = 4, and μK = 2 or 4), groups and
populations were often in trouble, in scenarios with and without
specialization. Population size and resource depletion were considerably less, and extirpation rates increased dramatically. Specialization rates increased a little and generalization rates decreased, but
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Fig. B1. Effects of stochasticity in renewal rates (x axis, μr ) and carrying capacity (colored lines, μK ) on mean values of output measures for cultural evolution model.
Stochasticity is modelled by μ: μ = 1 indicates no variation; μ = 2 variation between half the original value and twice the original value; μ = 4 variation between one
quarter of the original value and four times the original value. Solid lines are from scenario V1 (specialization), except V2 (specialization/generalization) for generalization
rate; dotted lines are from scenario V3 (no specialization/generalization).
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Fig. B2. Effects of stochasticity in renewal rates (x axis, μr ) and carrying capacity (colored lines, μK ) on mean values of output measures for natural selection model.
Stochasticity is modelled by μ: μ = 1 indicates no variation; μ = 2 variation between half the original value and twice the original value; μ = 4 variation between one
quarter of the original value and four times the original value. Solid lines are from scenario U1 (specialization/generalization); dotted lines are from scenario V3 (no specialization/generalization).

group extirpation was the primary process, with population extirpation a frequent consequence.
Results for the natural selection model (Fig. B2) are quite
similar, although there were more pronounced declines in niche
breadth, population size and resource depletion with increases in
variation in renewal rates but no variation in carrying capacity
(blue lines in Fig. B2). Once again, with high levels of variability
in both renewal rates and carrying capacity, the consequence was
frequently population extinction.
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